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MotivationMotivation
Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of Prostate cancer is the second leading cause of 
cancer death for males in the United States with cancer death for males in the United States with 
one in six men expected to contract the disease one in six men expected to contract the disease 
in their lifetimein their lifetime
Laser thermal therapy can be compromised by Laser thermal therapy can be compromised by 
Heat Shock Protein (HSP) expressionHeat Shock Protein (HSP) expression



Study ObjectivesStudy Objectives

Characterize thermally induced HSP Characterize thermally induced HSP 
expression kinetics and cell viability in expression kinetics and cell viability in 
prostate in vitro and in vivo prostate in vitro and in vivo 
Develop HSP expression and damage Develop HSP expression and damage 
predictive models based on measured datapredictive models based on measured data
Create a finite element model to predict Create a finite element model to predict 
temperature, HSP expression, and damage temperature, HSP expression, and damage 
due to laser heatingdue to laser heating
Utilize models to design optimal laser Utilize models to design optimal laser 
treatments to maximize tumor destructiontreatments to maximize tumor destruction



Heat Shock Protein StimuliHeat Shock Protein Stimuli



HSP Molecular FunctionsHSP Molecular Functions
HSP function as molecular chaperones HSP function as molecular chaperones 

inhibit improper protein aggregation inhibit improper protein aggregation 
direct newly formed proteins to target organelles for final direct newly formed proteins to target organelles for final 
packaging degradation or repairpackaging degradation or repair

In the presence of stress HSP assist in:In the presence of stress HSP assist in:
refolding and repair of denatured proteins refolding and repair of denatured proteins 
facilitate synthesis of new proteins in response to damagefacilitate synthesis of new proteins in response to damage



HSP Response to StressHSP Response to Stress



HSP and Prostate CancerHSP and Prostate Cancer
Increased HSP expression has been implicated in Increased HSP expression has been implicated in 
multidrugmultidrug resistance, regulation of apoptosis, and resistance, regulation of apoptosis, and 
modulation of p53 functionsmodulation of p53 functions
Elevation of HSP 27, 60, 70 are markers signaling poor Elevation of HSP 27, 60, 70 are markers signaling poor 
prognosis in prostatic carcinoma prognosis in prostatic carcinoma 
Thermal initiation of HSP 27 and 70 have been shown to Thermal initiation of HSP 27 and 70 have been shown to 
provide cellular resistance to radiation or chemotherapy provide cellular resistance to radiation or chemotherapy 

HSP60 (top view)



Cellular StudiesCellular Studies



HSP Kinetics CharacterizationHSP Kinetics Characterization

HSP 27, 60, 70 expression kinetics and cell HSP 27, 60, 70 expression kinetics and cell 
viability were determined for prostate cancer viability were determined for prostate cancer 
(PC3) cells and normal prostate cells (RWPE(PC3) cells and normal prostate cells (RWPE--1) 1) 
cells cells 
Water bath heating was employed to simulate Water bath heating was employed to simulate 
hyperthermic conditions for T=44hyperthermic conditions for T=44--6060ooC and t=1C and t=1--
30 minutes30 minutes
Western Blot determined HSP27,60, and 70 Western Blot determined HSP27,60, and 70 
expression levels following 16expression levels following 16--18 hrs post18 hrs post--
heatingheating
PropidiumPropidium Iodide staining and flow Iodide staining and flow cytometrycytometry
was employed to determine cell viabilitywas employed to determine cell viability



Western Blot T=46Western Blot T=46ooCC
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Cell Cell ImmunostainingImmunostaining T=48C for 2 minT=48C for 2 min

Green Fluorescence HSP27
Red Fluorescence HSP70



Duration of HSP PhenomenonDuration of HSP Phenomenon
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Cells heated at T=44C and HSP measured for several post-heating durations



Duration of HSP Phenomenon T=44Duration of HSP Phenomenon T=44ooCC
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HSP Expression ModelHSP Expression Model
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where H(T,t) represents HSP expression and f (t,T) is a general 
rate function which both capture HSP kinetics characteristics and 
are defined as 

where α, β1=βγ, and γ are parameters which are independent of 
time, but may be dependent on temperature, with γ>1.

γβα ttAeTtH −=),(



Measured and Model Predicted Measured and Model Predicted 
HSP70 Expression ComparisonHSP70 Expression Comparison



PC3 Cells RWPE-1 Cells

HSP27 Expression 
Parameters

HSP70 Expression 
Parameters

HSP27 Expression 
Parameters

HSP70 Expression 
Parameters

Temperature 
(oC)

α β γ α β γ α β γ α β γ

44 0.91 0.23 1.54 2.43 2.20 1.03 0.10 0.01 1.98 0.18 0.06 1.34

46 6.89 5.83 1.07 0.38 0.12 1.39 0.23 0.07 1.43 0.09 0 2.55

48 64.48 62.75 1.02 9.39 8.72 1.04 20.29 19.68 1.01 1.16 0.77 1.19

50 10.64 8.46 1.32 174.15 173.32 1.01 66.92 66.04 1.01 20.47 19.91 1.01

52 -1.91 0.29 2.76 12.36 12.32 1.01 0.71 0.51 1.41 0.32 0.08 2.12

54 -4.56 12.64 0.94 -0.09 0 10.60 -0.20 3.36 11.61 0.19 0.02 3.25

56 23.18 23.41 1.01 23.18 23.41 1.01 1.36 2.74 2.34 18.89 20.40 1.24

58 0.99 22.01 1 -0.49 0.06 4.15 1 22.01 1 -0.17 2.59 2.15

60 0.99 22.01 1 -7.77 -4.39 1.10 1 22.01 1 0.61 3.40 1.69



Correlation Coefficients for Model Correlation Coefficients for Model 
Predicted HSP ExpressionPredicted HSP Expression

PC3 Cells RWPE-1 Cells

Temperature (oC) HSP70 model HSP27 model HSP70 model HSP27 model

44 0.92 0.94 0.82 0.99

46 0.96 0.99 0.98 0.99

48 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.90

50 0.89 0.99 0.94 0.93

52 0.87 1.00 0.95 0.95

54 0.99 1.00 0.96 0.86

56 0.88 0.90 1.00 1.00

58 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00

60 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00



Hypoxia Induced p53 activationHypoxia Induced p53 activation



Histograms for Cell ViabilityHistograms for Cell Viability
Control Extreme Heat Shock

Mild Heat Shock



Cell ViabilityCell Viability
PC3 (a) and RWPEPC3 (a) and RWPE--1 (b) cells1 (b) cells



DamageDamage

Damage was determined from the experimental data by Damage was determined from the experimental data by 
means of the means of the ArrheniusArrhenius integral formulation integral formulation 

CCoo initial concentration of healthy cells initial concentration of healthy cells 
CCττ remaining fraction of healthy cells after heating at remaining fraction of healthy cells after heating at 
time time ττ, from cell adhesion studies.  , from cell adhesion studies.  
A (1/s) is a preA (1/s) is a pre--exponential scaling factorexponential scaling factor
ττ (s) is the time of thermal stress(s) is the time of thermal stress
EEaa (J/mol) is the activation energy of the injury process(J/mol) is the activation energy of the injury process
RR (J/mol(J/mol--K) is the universal gas constantK) is the universal gas constant
T (K) is the absolute temperatureT (K) is the absolute temperature
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DamageDamage
In the case of isothermal conditions when In the case of isothermal conditions when ΩΩ=1 the damage equation =1 the damage equation 

simplifies to the logarithmic form,simplifies to the logarithmic form,
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Measured Damage ParametersMeasured Damage Parameters

Cell Type
Ea (kcal/mole) 

T≤54oC
A (s-1)    

T≤54oC
Ea (kcal/mole) 

T>54oC
A (s-1)      

T>54oC
PC3 2.38x105 1.80x1036 1.24x105 7.00x1017

RWPE-1 2.49x105 1.03x1038 5.88x104 5.65x107



Required heating protocols to diminish HSP expression Required heating protocols to diminish HSP expression 
below basal level and corresponding cell viability. below basal level and corresponding cell viability. 
The conditions which elicit HSP70 expression decline are The conditions which elicit HSP70 expression decline are 
more severe than necessary for HSP27 degradationmore severe than necessary for HSP27 degradation

Temperature Temperature 
((ooCC))

HSP70 Duration HSP70 Duration 
minimum minimum 

(min)(min)

Cell Cell 
Viability Viability 

(%)(%)
HSP27 Duration HSP27 Duration 

minimum (min)minimum (min)
Cell Viability Cell Viability 

(%)(%)

4444 2525 2121 1515 5555

4646 2020 99 1212 5353

4848 77 4646 66 9393

5050 44 6565 33 8080

5252 22 4040 11 5454

5454 11 4848 11 4848

5656 11 55 11 55

5858 11 33 11 33

6060 11 0.70.7 11 0.70.7

Optimal Hyperthermia Protocols



Tissue StudiesTissue Studies



Prostate Cancer Prostate Cancer In VivoIn Vivo StudiesStudies
Prostate tumors cells were inoculated in the hind legs of Prostate tumors cells were inoculated in the hind legs of 
female SCID mice and grown to a tumor burden of < 1.0 ccfemale SCID mice and grown to a tumor burden of < 1.0 cc
Tissue was heated with a 810Tissue was heated with a 810--nm diode laser  nm diode laser  FluenceFluence=5 =5 
W/cmW/cm2 2 and pulse duration=3 min and pulse duration=3 min to generate a temperature to generate a temperature 
differential to enable HSP expression and damage to be differential to enable HSP expression and damage to be 
measuredmeasured

Tumor
tumor



Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Nuclei possess a tiny magnetic moment called spin
Human body primarily composed of fat and water which contain many hydrogen 
atoms
Hydrogen atoms contain a single proton which has a ±1/2 spin denoting different 
energy states



Hydrogen Nuclei PrecessionHydrogen Nuclei Precession
Static magnetic field causes the magnetic moment to precess in the direction
of the field

This movement is called the Larmor precession and the frequency
of this precession around the z-axis is called the Larmor frequency, which is 42,57 
MHz for protons
Electromagnetic waves in this frequency range are called radio frequent or RF 
waves



MR ImagingMR Imaging



Relaxation and MeasurementRelaxation and Measurement

T1 relaxation (spin lattice T1 relaxation (spin lattice 
relaxation)relaxation)--LLongitudinal 
component of the net 
magnetization vector and 
involves the exchange of 
energy between the spin 
system and the surrounding 
thermal system

T2 relaxation (spin-spin 
relaxation)-Transverse 
magnetisation, pointing in the 
x/y-direction and is an entropy 
process



Magnetic Resonance Temperature ImagingMagnetic Resonance Temperature Imaging
Spatiotemporal temperature distribution was measured Spatiotemporal temperature distribution was measured 
during laser treatment using magnetic resonance during laser treatment using magnetic resonance 
temperature imaging (MRTI) sequence with temperature imaging (MRTI) sequence with 1.5 Tesla, 1.5 Tesla, 
40 cm bore 40 cm bore BrukerBruker BiospecBiospec systemsystem
Image update times less than 5 seconds per imageImage update times less than 5 seconds per image
A 3D fast spoiled gradient echo sequence was employed A 3D fast spoiled gradient echo sequence was employed 
which acquired 4 planes every 6.5 secondswhich acquired 4 planes every 6.5 seconds
Pulse repetition time (TR) = 12.3 ms, Echo time (TE) = Pulse repetition time (TR) = 12.3 ms, Echo time (TE) = 
5.3 ms and Planes=2.0 mm thick5.3 ms and Planes=2.0 mm thick

bladder

seminal vesicle

prostate

central zone

transitio
n

zone urethra

peripheral

zone

tumor
rectum



MRTI and TemperatureMRTI and Temperature

The measured phase The measured phase ∆∆φφ can be employed in can be employed in 
calculating temperature differences calculating temperature differences ∆∆T in the T in the 
following equation following equation 

∆φ∆φ==γ∗α∗γ∗α∗BBoo∗∆∗∆TT∗∗TETE

where where γγ is the gyromagnetic ratio is the gyromagnetic ratio 
υυ is the photon frequency is the photon frequency 
αα is proton resonance frequency shift thermal is proton resonance frequency shift thermal 
coefficient (slope of shift vs. temperature plot)coefficient (slope of shift vs. temperature plot)
BBoo is the main magnetic fieldis the main magnetic field
TE is the echo time (time between start of RF TE is the echo time (time between start of RF 
pulse and maximum signal)pulse and maximum signal)

oB
νγ =



MRT Image Following Laser IrradiationMRT Image Following Laser Irradiation

∆T (oC)



HSP Primary Antibody Type Fluorescent Conjugate

70 mouse monoclonal IgG2   Rhodamine Red-X

27 mouse monoclonal IgG1 conjugated to biotin
Cy2-conjugated to 

streptavidin

Tissue AnalysisTissue Analysis



What is an antibody?What is an antibody?
An immunoglobulin that is An immunoglobulin that is 
capable of combining with capable of combining with 
specificity to the antigen specificity to the antigen 
that elicited its productionthat elicited its production
An antigen is any An antigen is any 
substance that elicits an substance that elicits an 
immune response and is immune response and is 
then capable of binding to then capable of binding to 
the subsequently the subsequently 
produced antibodies.produced antibodies.
Antigens are generally Antigens are generally 
proteins or proteins or 
polysaccharides, but other polysaccharides, but other 
substances such as substances such as 
nucleic acids can also be nucleic acids can also be 
antigensantigens





How does antibody staining How does antibody staining 
work?work?

AntibodyAntibody--antigen reaction is highly specific antigen reaction is highly specific 
for a given antibodyfor a given antibody--antigen pair.antigen pair.
ImmunostainingImmunostaining techniques rely on the techniques rely on the 
extreme specificity of an antibody for its extreme specificity of an antibody for its 
antigen.antigen.



FluorescenceFluorescence



∆T (oC)

HSP27 HSP70



HSP70 Fluorescence IntensityHSP27 Fluorescence Intensity

Position=0 mm

HSP27 Fluorescence Intensity

Counts

Position=0 mm

Position=2 mm

HSP70 Fluorescence Intensity

Counts
Position=2 mm



StatisticsStatistics

Position (mm)
HSP27 Mean 
Fluorescence

HSP70 Mean 
Fluorescence

0 47.25 68.15

1 24.12 36.04

2 14.66 25.33



HSP Concentration CalculationsHSP Concentration Calculations

Cm

FmFinal
Norm FI

FI
HSP
HSPHSP

Control

==

HSPHSPNormNorm is the normalized HSP concentrationis the normalized HSP concentration
HSPHSPFinalFinal--HSP concentration of tumor following HSP concentration of tumor following 
heating with or without heating with or without nanoshellsnanoshells
HSPHSPControlControl--HSP concentration for unheated tumorHSP concentration for unheated tumor
FIFIFmFm--Mean fluorescence intensity following heating Mean fluorescence intensity following heating 
with or without with or without nanoshellsnanoshells
FIFICmCm--Mean fluorescence intensity for Mean fluorescence intensity for uneateduneated tumortumor



ModelingModeling



Modeling Strategy Diagram

λλ==wavelength of the laser sourcewavelength of the laser source
P=power P=power 
OOFF=optical fiber orientation=optical fiber orientation
t=duration of thermal exposuret=duration of thermal exposure
φφ(r,t,T), HSP(r,t,T), and (r,t,T), HSP(r,t,T), and ΩΩ(r,t,T) are the spatiotemporal (r,t,T) are the spatiotemporal 
temperature dependent distributions of fluence, HSP, and temperature dependent distributions of fluence, HSP, and 
damage respectivelydamage respectively
T(r,t)=spatiotemporal temperature distributionT(r,t)=spatiotemporal temperature distribution



Model EquationsModel Equations

kzjyixr
rrrr

0000 ++=cc--specific heat of tissue        specific heat of tissue        
ρρ--density of tissue               density of tissue               
ccbb--specific heat of blood       specific heat of blood       
k(T)k(T)--temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the tissue temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the tissue 
ωω(T)(T)--temperature dependent perfusion ratetemperature dependent perfusion rate
TTaa--temperature of bloodtemperature of blood
Q (Q (x,y,zx,y,z))--amount of photon energy absorbed in the tissueamount of photon energy absorbed in the tissue
µµaa--absorption coefficient of tissueabsorption coefficient of tissue
φφ--energy fluence rate (radiant power incident on a small sphere energy fluence rate (radiant power incident on a small sphere 
divided by the crossdivided by the cross--sectional area of the sphere)sectional area of the sphere)
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Constitutive RelationsConstitutive Relations

K(T)=4.19(0.133+1.36λkw)*10-1

where λk=1+1.78*10-3(T-20oC)

Temperature Dependent Blood Perfusion

Temperature Dependent Thermal Conductivity
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Lang, J., Eridmann, B., and Seebass, M. Impact of Nonlinear Heat Transfer on 
Temperature Control in Regional Hyperthermia. IEEE Transaction on Biomedical 
Engineering. 1999; 46:1129-1138.

Zhu, D.   Luo,  Q.,  Zhu,  G.,  and Liu W. Kinetic Thermal Response and Damage in 
Laser Coagulation of Tissue.  Lasers in Surgery and Medicine. 2002; 31:313–321.



Current ModelCurrent Model
Using Using HypermeshHypermesh, the system geometries were , the system geometries were 
generated which included a quarter sphere, MRI based generated which included a quarter sphere, MRI based 
tumoretumore, and prostate with interior tumors and a , and prostate with interior tumors and a 
hexahedron 3D finite element mesh and boundary hexahedron 3D finite element mesh and boundary 
conditions were imposed conditions were imposed 
Model was imported into PHLEX, an Model was imported into PHLEX, an hphp adaptive finite adaptive finite 
element packageelement package
Using a posteriori error estimation in PHLEX, the tumor Using a posteriori error estimation in PHLEX, the tumor 
model was adaptively refined by 1model was adaptively refined by 1--irregular meshing irregular meshing 
technique with highest polynomial order up to six technique with highest polynomial order up to six 



External HeatingExternal Heating



Temperature Distribution Pulse Length 3 minTemperature Distribution Pulse Length 3 min

Q=3W Q=6W

T(K) T(K)

Q

T=constant

Q=0



HSP27 Distribution Pulse Length 3 minHSP27 Distribution Pulse Length 3 min

Q=3W Q=6W

mg/ml mg/ml



HSP70 Distribution Pulse Length 3 minHSP70 Distribution Pulse Length 3 min

Q=3W Q=6W

mg/mlmg/ml



Accuracy of Model PredictionAccuracy of Model Prediction

Comparison Between Model Predicted and 
MRTI measured Temperature
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IntraIntra--tumoraltumoral HeatingHeating



Tumor Model Q=3W Pulse Duration=3 minTumor Model Q=3W Pulse Duration=3 min

Temperature HSP70

HSP27 Damage

T(K) mg/ml



HSP27 DistributionHSP27 Distribution



MRI Based Mouse ModelMRI Based Mouse Model

A hexahedral mesh was A hexahedral mesh was 
developed for the tumor and developed for the tumor and 
the tissue from the MR imagesthe tissue from the MR images
A semiA semi--automatic automatic 
segmentation method was segmentation method was 
adapted to find the boundaries adapted to find the boundaries 
of the tumor and the tissue of the tumor and the tissue 
from each imaging slicefrom each imaging slice
Then the cubic Then the cubic splinespline and and 
lofting methods were applied lofting methods were applied 
to obtain smooth boundary to obtain smooth boundary 
surfaces from which surfaces from which 
hexahedral meshes were hexahedral meshes were 
extracted from the segmented extracted from the segmented 
MRI dataMRI data

Hexahedral mesh of the tumor (blue) 
and the tissue (yellow)



MRIMRI--Derived Tumor ModelDerived Tumor Model

Temperature HSP70

mg/mlT(K)

Temperature HSP70

HSP27 Damage



IntratumoralIntratumoral Heating of Prostate with Interior TumorHeating of Prostate with Interior Tumor

Temperature HSP70

HSP27 Damage

T(K) mg/ml



Multiple Sources: TemperatureMultiple Sources: Temperature



Laser Therapy OptimizationLaser Therapy Optimization



Therapy Design Criteria:Therapy Design Criteria:

-where G is the computational domain, and the criteria
specified above for HSP and damage fraction FD
are typical values and can be chosen differently 
by users.

99.≥DF

Tumor (GT)
170,27 ≤HSP

Tissue (GH)

170,27 >HSP

01.≤DF

GH

GT

Laser

G = GT U GH



Objective Functions
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1. Damage Fraction Based Objective Function

2. HSP27,70 Expression Based Objective Function

3. Temperature Based Objective Function

where δT and δH represent desired damage fractions, σT and σH represent desired 
HSP27,70 expression,  βT and βH represent the desired temperature values, and td
represents the duration time of laser heating



Temperature Based OptimizationTemperature Based Optimization

( ) ( ) dVTdVTJ
HT G

HH
G

TTTemp

22

∫∫ −+−= ββ

Equivalent Thermal Dose

where ∆t is the time between measurements (1 sec) and, Ti is the temperature 
in degrees Celsius for the ith measurement, and R is a constant empirically 
derived from hyperthermia experiments in living tissue 

The selected Ti value was chosen as 48oC which yielded an equivalent thermal 
dose of 1 minute 



--Determine set of parameters XDetermine set of parameters Xii=(P=(Pii, , µµaa µµss, x, xii, , yyii, , zzii) for ) for 
i=1,i=1,……M (M is number of laser sources) M (M is number of laser sources) that minimizes that minimizes 
the objective function  is minimizedthe objective function  is minimized

)(min* XJJ
DD FF =

)(min
70,2770,27

* XJJ HSPHSP =

)(min* XJJ TempTemp =

1) Damage-Based Optimization Problem: Find X such that 

2) HSP Expression-Based Optimization Problem: Find X such that 

3)Temperature-Based Optimization Problem: Find X such that 

Optimization Strategy



Steepest Descent MethodSteepest Descent Method
An An algorithmalgorithm for finding the nearest for finding the nearest local minimumlocal minimum of a function which of a function which 
presupposes that the presupposes that the gradientgradient of the function can be computed. The of the function can be computed. The 
method of steepest descent, also called the gradient descent metmethod of steepest descent, also called the gradient descent method, starts hod, starts 
at a point Po  and, as many times as needed, moves from Pi to Piat a point Po  and, as many times as needed, moves from Pi to Pi+1  by +1  by 
minimizing along the line extending from  Pi in the direction ofminimizing along the line extending from  Pi in the direction of the the 
local downhill local downhill gradientgradient. . 
The direction of steepest descent             points in the direThe direction of steepest descent             points in the direction in which Ji ction in which Ji 
is decreasing most rapidly.  As a result, minimization is along is decreasing most rapidly.  As a result, minimization is along the steepest the steepest 
direction, direction, 

iJ∇−

iJ∇−

iJ∇−
iP∇−



Optimization AlgorithmOptimization Algorithm
Solution Method: Steepest DescentSolution Method: Steepest Descent

Specify initial values of PSpecify initial values of Poo, , µµaoao µµsoso, x, xoo, , yyoo, , zzoo and t and t 
calculate calculate T(x,y,z,tT(x,y,z,t), ), FFDD(x,y,z,t(x,y,z,t), and ), and HSPHSP27,7027,70 ((x,y,z,tx,y,z,t) ) 
Compute JCompute Joo ((JJTempTemp, J, JFD, FD, andand JJHSP27,70HSP27,70))
Parameters are perturbed according to:Parameters are perturbed according to:

PP11==PPoo++∆∆PP,  ,  µµa1a1= = µµaoao++∆∆µµaa,  ,  µµs1s1= = µµsoso++∆∆µµss,  x,  x11==xxoo++∆∆xx,  ,  
y1=y1=yyoo++∆∆yy,  z,  z11==zzoo++∆∆zz

Compute new objective functions JCompute new objective functions J11(J(JTempTemp, J, JFD, FD, andand
JJHSP27,70HSP27,70))

Compute gradient for all parametersCompute gradient for all parameters
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Optimization StepsOptimization Steps
Update the value of all parameters P, Update the value of all parameters P, µµaa, , µµss, x, y, z, x, y, z

A new value of XA new value of Xi i is determined according to the following is determined according to the following 
equation:equation:

and k is the step size and k is the step size 
Compute JCompute J2 2 and Compare all computed   and Compare all computed   
if ,                     ,                and Y(2)<Y(1)if ,                     ,                and Y(2)<Y(1)
update             update             

Verify difference is within convergence tolerance, Verify difference is within convergence tolerance, εε

However, if                than decelerate and value is reset anHowever, if                than decelerate and value is reset and d 
step size is  halvedstep size is  halved

Initial steps are repeated until the objective function is Initial steps are repeated until the objective function is 
minimized according to specified criteria minimized according to specified criteria 
Process is repeated until objective function is minimizedProcess is repeated until objective function is minimized
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Insufficient Thermal Dose: Insufficient Thermal Dose: 
QQ11=0.5W,  Q=0.5W,  Q22=0.15W=0.15W

Temperature Cell Damage

HSP 27HSP 70



Thermal Overdose:Thermal Overdose:
QQ11=1.6W,  Q=1.6W,  Q22=1.1W=1.1W

Temperature Cell Damage

HSP 70 HSP 27



FFDD Based Optimized Thermal Dose:Based Optimized Thermal Dose:
QQ11=1W,  Q=1W,  Q22=0.5W=0.5W

Temperature Cell Damage

HSP 70 HSP 27



HSPHSP27,7027,70 Based Optimized Thermal Dose: Based Optimized Thermal Dose: 
QQ11=1W,  Q=1W,  Q22=0.5W=0.5W

Temperature Cell Damage

HSP 70 HSP 27



Temperature Based Optimized Thermal Temperature Based Optimized Thermal 
Dose: QDose: Q11=.5W,  Q=.5W,  Q22=0.3W=0.3W

Temperature Cell Damage

HSP 70 HSP 27



Computational CharacteristicsComputational Characteristics

Metric for 
Optimization J (initial) J (optimum) Convergence Steps CPU Time (sec)

Damage 
Fraction .1806 .0075 18 71

HSP 
Expression .9677 .0056 25 94

Temperature 34.7025 .0097 20 78



ConclusionsConclusions
Thermally induced HSP expression and injury were Thermally induced HSP expression and injury were 
characterized in both prostate cells and tissuecharacterized in both prostate cells and tissue
Cellular and Tissue HSP expression and cell viability data Cellular and Tissue HSP expression and cell viability data 
permitted development of HSP expression and permitted development of HSP expression and ArrheniusArrhenius
damage models damage models 
Integration of HSP expression and damage models into a Integration of HSP expression and damage models into a 
finite element thermal model enables prediction of the finite element thermal model enables prediction of the 
tissue response to laser heatingtissue response to laser heating
Coupling the computational model with an optimization Coupling the computational model with an optimization 
algorithm enabled determination of the most optimal algorithm enabled determination of the most optimal 
laser parameters laser parameters 
Utilization of the treatment planning model in design of Utilization of the treatment planning model in design of 
laser therapies will yield more optimal postlaser therapies will yield more optimal post--therapy therapy 
outcomes consisting of complete tumor eradication and outcomes consisting of complete tumor eradication and 
minimization of tumor recurrence minimization of tumor recurrence 
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